On Wallis' formula By DONAT K. KAZARINOFF. In the course of mathematical progress new truths are discovered while older ones are sometimes more precisely articulated and often generalised. Because of their elegance and simplicity, however, some classical statements have been left unchanged. As an example, I have in mind the celebrated formula of John Wallis,
which for more than a century has been quoted by writers of textbooks. Usually this formula is written as
In this note it is shown that \ < 8 < \. Unquestionably, inequalities similar to this one can be improved indefinitely but at a sacrifice of simplicity, which is why they have survived so long.
The proof of my assertion that J < 6 < £ is based upon a property of the function C being Euler's constant, we can write
The property of O (a) fundamental to our discussion is that for -1 < a < oo ,
This is, of course, equivalent to the statement that the reciprocal of <J> (a) has an everywhere negative second derivative. Geometrically this signifies that the harmonic mean of any two ordinates of the graph of $ (a) is greater than the ordinafce equidistant from them.
To prove (*) we estimate the integrals
Jo l+< Jo l+t W T e now subdivide the interval -1 < a < oo into two intervals, -1 < a < U and 0 < a < oo . In the interval 0 < a < oo , For any positive a we now consider <& (a), 0 (a-I), and O (a-f 1). By (*), <J > (a) is less than the harmonic mean of $ (a -1) and <I>(a+l); and therefore <I>(a) is less than the geometric mean of G> (a) and the harmonic mean of <J > (o-1) and «J > (a + 1). This leads to the fact that As a subcase of this result, we have found that 1.3.5 (2n-l) 1
2 . 4 . 6 T . 7 . " 7 T < which was the inequality to be established. 
